It is proven via modification of the Nambu-Goldstone theorem, based on the Ward-Takahashi identity, that Goldstone's bosons of the quantum order could be massive. The quantum order parameter (QOP), introduced previously as the instantonic crystal in Euclidian space (Mukhin 2011), breaks Matsubara's time translational invariance while possessing zero classical expectation value and vanishing scattering cross-section ("hidden order"). The amplitude of the mass-gap can be calculated from the eigenmodes spectrum of the effective Euclidian action for a particular self-consistent QOP solution in the fermionic repulsive Hubbard model. Theoretical results are discussed in relation with possible linking together of the two phenomena that previously were considered separately, i. e. "hidden order" fingerprints in ARPES measurements and "neutron resonance" feature in the magnetic spectrum in lightly hole-doped copper oxides.
Introduction
In accord with Nambu-Goldstone theorem [1] spontaneous breaking of a global continuous symmetry of the system by a mean-field order parameter causes appearance of massless Goldstone bosons, called also gapless Goldstone modes. It is demonstrated below that the theorem can be violated, i.e. the Goldstone modes possess finite gap, in the case of a novel Euclidian crystal ("quantum ordered") state of interacting fermions proposed recently [2] .
This result may lead to important consequences when considered in combination with another peculiar properties of the quantum order parameter (QOP) found recently [2] : QOP's Green's function is finite and periodic along the Matsubara's axis, but Wick-rotated to the axis of real frequencies, possesses infinite periodic "chain" of second order poles along this axis. This property of QOP leads to a remarkable physical consequence: QOP does not scatter anything in Minkowski world! Hence, the present theory, we believe, may naturally indicate that two effects: "hidden order" revealed in ARPES spectra of fermi-excitations [3, 4] and "neutron resonance" feature [5] [6] [7] [8] at finite frequency in the magnetic (bosonic) excitations spectrum in lightly hole-doped copper oxides, could be emerging fingerprints of the QOP state. In Section 2 the derivation is presented. In Section 3 the peculiar manifestation of the QOP self-consistent solution is described for an "electromagnetic Euclidian crystal" predicted recently [13] in the array of Josephson junctions coupled via electromagnetic field in the superconducting resonator in the form of non-classical phonon states . In the Conclusions we summarize the open problems and possible ways to solve them.
Generalized Goldstone theorem for QOP: finite frequency resonance?
It is useful first to describe shortly previously introduced concept of QOP [2, 9] . For this purpose we use weakly-coupled repulsive-U Hubbard model of electronic system:
Here t i,j is electron hopping integral, i, j denote lattice sites, and c i,s + , c j,s and n i,s are fermionic creation, annihilation and density operators respectively, and s is fermionic spin variable (s = ±1 correspond to ↑ and ↓ spin-states). To study the QOP formation we follow general strategy of the phase transition theory and rewrite the Hubbard Hamiltonian H from Eq. (1) in a decoupled single-particle form using Hubbard-Stratanovich (HS) decoupling field [10] :
Here a SDW-type HS-field is chosen for definiteness. The Euclidian action S, and partition function Z of electrons are expressed via (path)-integrals:
where β = 1/T . In Eqs. (3), (4) summation over the D-dimensional crystal-lattice sites i is substituted with continuum integration d D r, and the Plank's constant is the unit of action ( = 1). In Eq.(3) the path-integration substitutes the trace over diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix, and hence it is performed over τ -periodic HS-fields:
Formally, integration DM(τ, r) in Eq. (3) turns H M from Eq. (2) back into H from Eq.
(1). In case of a classical phase transition the overwhelming contribution to partition integral Z comes from the τ -independent HS field, i.e. the minimum of the Euclidian action S is achieved with some particular τ -independent function M(r), that constitutes well known classical (mean-field) order parameter, COP. The minimum of S condition, from which the COP is found, is called self-consistent mean-field equation and was first introduced by P. Weiss [11] for ferromagnetic domains. As it was shown [2] , besides COP the HubbardStratanovich field that minimizes the Euclidian action S may become a QOP, being τ -periodic function with zero mean:
A proper theoretical description of the ordered state with QOP is based on the reducing the path-integration over Grassmanian fieldsΨ , Ψ in the partition function Z to solution of the Dirac-type equation with HS field playing the role of τ -periodic potential M(τ, r). Then, HS field M(τ, r) is found that minimizes the Euclidian action S and manifests QOP. This plan is accomplished in two steps [2] . First, a spectrum {α n } of the quasi-energies (Floquet 
Second, provided the indices α n are known, the partition function in Eq. (3) can be expressed as [2, 12] :
where S F is the action of bosonic field M(τ, r):
The QOP is periodic function M QOP (τ, r) that minimizes the total action:
and obeys Eqs. (5), (6) . Here we consider weak-coupling limit (U ≪ t i,j ) of Eq. (2) assuming that r-dependence of M(τ, r) is harmonic:
where Q is a single SDW wave-vector. Simultaneously, in order to apply the path-integral approach [14] , we introduce a source field h(τ, r) corresponding to the QOP M(τ, r):
Now, following derivation in [14] , but with imaginary time dependent source field h(τ, r) ,
we add the symmetry breaking source term to the Hamiltonian:
Now shifting the functional integration variable in (
and making formal summation in (8) over the Floquet indices under "time"-dependent field
), we find the effective action of the QOP and the generating functional F (h):
The wellknown property of the generating functional relates its variational derivative with the average value of the order parameterM (τ, r)(not necessarily spontaneous) :
By the Legendre transform one obtains free energy of the system Γ(M ):
together with the relation [1] :
Then the spontaneous order parameter obeys the following equations:
where in the case when v(τ, r) obeys Eq. (6) it is called quantum order parameter (QOP) [2] . On the other hand, when v(τ, r) ≡ const(r) it is the common (classical) mean-field order parameter (COP). Next, differentiating once more Eq. (16) overM(τ, r) and using Eq. (18) one finds [1] (we simplify notations by substituting τ, r → x):
Here we used the fact that in the limit h → 0 second variational derivative of the generating functional gives two-point Green's function of the order parameter fluctuations according to Eq. (15):
Hence, it follows from Eqs. (20) and (21), that the second derivative
is positive semi-definite matrix in Euclidian space and hence, allowing for Eq.
(19), functional Γ(M) is the free energy of the system, as it acquires minimum on the function M (τ, r) in the order parameter space. Now, for the purpose of merely demonstrating the principle, we assume thatM is two-dimensional vector and Euclidian action S ef f (M(τ, r))
is O(2) symmetric (compare [1] ). Hence, the symmetry-breaking part of the Lagrangian in
is invariant under simultaneous rotation by an angle θ in the symmetry plane of both h and M expressed in the matrix form:
Hence, the generating functional F is invariant under such simultaneous rotation, because rotating the dummy integrationa variable M ′ →T M ′ in Eq. (15) does not change it: 
Now assume that symmetry is broken by magnetic field in σ direction:
Then, variational derivative of the both sides of Eq. (24) with respect to M π (x) (i.e. transversal mode perpendicular to the magnetic moment, the latter being aligned along σ direction) leads to the following equality:
Applying now relation Eq. (18) to the first term inside the integral in Eq. (26) one finds:
that in the limit h σ (x) → 0 finally leads to the identity:
in accord with Eq. (10). Passing in Eq. (28) to the Fourier transformed functions and allowing for the relation Eq. (20) we finally arrive at the generalized Goldstone theorem:
where bosonic frequencies arise from the periodicity of the QOP function defined by Eq. (5).
Now we immediately see from Eqs. (6) and (5) that while analytically continued to the real axis of frequencies ω this may give rise to a finite-frequency resonance in the transverse spin-modes, which might be associated with the "neutron resonance" peak measured [5] [6] [7] [8] at finite frequency in the magnetic (bosonic) excitations spectrum in lightly hole-doped copper oxides at antiferromagnetic point Q = {π, π} .
Quantum ordered photonic state of coupled Josephson array
It was predicted recently [13] that QOP state may be realized in the system of Josephson junctions (JJ) in a resonant cavity considered as long-range coupled two-level systems (TLS).
The effective Euclidian action of TLS coupled to the photon field could be derived in analogy with Eqs. (8), (9) as one notices that array of TLS systems can be mapped on the gas of Fermi-oscillators, while electromagnetic field in the cavity is a natural realization of the Hubbard-Stratonovich field that transfers interaction between different TLS:
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The Floquet eigenvalues α i (P ) are now determined from the following equation [13] :
and the Hamiltonian H i P is :
whereη i is the parameter determining the interaction between cavity modes and two-level systems , and ∆ i and ǫ i are the matrix element of tunneling and the energy difference between two potential wells, accordingly (see [13] for details). Then, the role of the QOP periodic in Matsubara's time is played by the photons momentum
that minimizes the effective action and is a solution of the equation analogous to Eq. (10) :
here index i enumerates the TLS in the array. Here the Hamiltonian of a photon field has the following second quantized form:
which assumes the following expressions for the conjugated operators of the electromagnetic field expressed via creation and annihilation operators of resonant photons in a cavity:
Here L 0 and m = L 0 l/2 designate inductance density and the total inductance of the TLS array (of length l) in the cavity; and c and k n are velocity and wave-vector of light respectively. It is also assumed below for simplicity that photon's wave-length 1/k n is much greater than the cavity size, so that all the TLS are coupled to the space-independent photon field. Each of the ±P 0 states separately describes a particular coherent state of the photon field.
The quantum ordered state is then described by the Matsubara's time-dependent amplitude of the semi-classical photon field P 0 (τ ), playing the role of QOP [2] (quantum order parameter), which is the periodic in imaginary time solution of Eq. (33). We consider analytic solution first found in [2, 9] :
where sn(τ, k 1 ) is the Jacobi snoidal elliptic function, periodic in τ with period 1/(nT ), n = 1, 2, ..., (the Boltzman constant is taken for unity), K(k 1 ) is elliptic integral of the first kind, positive integer n and real parameter 0 < k 1 < 1 are found by minimizing the Euclidian action S ef f given in Eq. (30). For this ansatz the Floquet index is found in analytical form in [2, 9] :
Substituting Eqs. (37) into Eq. (30) and assuming ω 0 ≫ nKT one can integrate explicitly in Eq. (30) and also substitute summation over TLS index i with multiplication by factor N -the number of TLS in the array:
where the left and right limits of Θ(k) are achieved at k = 0 and k = 1 respectively, and l is the length of the TLS system, E(k) is complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
Parameter U = mη 2 is effective local coupling of a TLS to the photon field. As usual, T designates the temperature of the system. In the strongly nonlinear limit k ′ → 0, that arises in the case UN ≫ ∆, the Floquet index can be expressed in a simple asymptotic form:
Substituting (41) into (39) one finds the following expression for the effective Euclidian action S ef f as a function of the new parameters to be determined by minimization of S ef f :
A direct minimization of S ef f in (42) with respect to variables X, K leads to the following final result:
This result is remarkable, since it demonstrates that in the QOP state the period of the "Euclidian crystal" along the Matsubara's exis , 1/(2nT ), remains finite as the temperature goes to zero, hence, "Euclidian crystal" survives at zero temperature. It is important to compare QOP solution in Eq. (43) with the classical mean-field solution P COP (τ ) ≡ P 0 = const. In this case Floquet index and effective action equal:
Minimization of the above expression for S COP ef f leads to the following results:
Hence, comparing Eqs. (43) and (refclasol) we conclude, that QOP solution manifests another local minimum of the free energy of the photon field, besides the COP state's minimum. A more detailed calculation is necessary to compare these two energies with the higher accuracy. Finally, it is interesting to study how COP and QOP states are destroyed by the quantum disordering. The latter could be introduced in analogy with the anti-nesting parameter t in [2] , thus leading to the following modified Euclidian action of the photon field:
Minimization of S ef f [P (τ )] in Eq. (46) leads to the conclusion that P QOP vanishes abruptly (i.e. via first order quantum transition) at the critical value of t = t
QOP c
:
Simultaneously, the anti-nesting parameter t modifies Euclidian action of the photon field for the COP case as:
Minimization of S ef f [P 0 ] in Eq. (48) leads to the conclusion that P COP vanishes abruptly (i.e. via first order quantum transition) at the critical value of t = t
COP c
Hence, the QOP state exists in the same domain as the COP phase in the P − t diagram.
The fine structure of the domains boundary has to be calculated.
Conclusions
It is demonstrated that quantum ordering in the system with global continuous symmetry, contrary to the case of classical ordering characterized with emergence of a mean-field order parameter, does not cause necessarily appearance of massless Goldstone bosons (i.e. gapless Goldstone modes). It is demonstrated that in the quantum ordered state the Goldstone theorem does apply to the modes at nonzero Matsubara frequencies, i.e. after Wick rotation to the real axis the Goldstone modes may possess a finite gap. This result leads to important consequences when considered in combination with another peculiar properties of the QOP state found recently [2] : QOP does not scatter anything in Minkowski world! Hence, the present theory, we believe, may naturally indicate that two effects: "hidden order" revealed in ARPES spectra of fermi-excitations [3, 4] and "neutron resonance" feature [5] [6] [7] [8] 
